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Abstract
Linkers are short or long stretch of amino acid sequences used to create chimeric proteins. Linkers can adopt various structures
in a biological environment which is a deciding factor for the functionality of a chimeric protein. It is essential to generate fully
separated proteins in the chimeric protein and an effectual linker design increases the stability and activity of the protein. In
this review, we summarize the types of linkers and strategies for designing linkers in chimeric protein generation. Appropriate
linker design results in the creation of recombinant fusion protein which can be employed in biochemical analysis, drug targeting,
pharmaceuticals, diagnostic, and industrial and biotechnological applications.

Introduction
An increase in crystallographic data of protein structure reveals the dynamism of protein multi-functionality.
Many proteins show multiple or sequential functions where the connector region or linker that connects two
domains of individual proteins helps to generate multi-functionality as shown in figure 1. An engineered
biomolecule comprising fragments from more than two genes and a single multifunctional construct is produced with the help of a linker which is referred to as fusion protein (Zhao et al., 2008a). Thorough knowledge
of such a connector or linker region is necessary, to produce an efficient chimeric protein. Such chimeric proteins are of immense use at the industrial level by reducing reaction time, improving protein properties, and
faster product formation. They can also be used in medical applications such as cancer therapeutics, drug
targeting and imaging.
Several reports have shown that the chimeric proteins have improved the efficacy of the proteins along
with multi-functionality. It has been observed that linking BFP(Blue fluorescent protein) and GFP(Green
fluorescent protein) has improved the efficacy of both the proteins by 26.5%(Ryoichi Arai et al., 2004).
Similarly, G-CSF(Granulocyte-colony stimulating factor)and transcription factors combined with the help
of the linker had shown improvement instability(Bai & Shen, 2006a). Industrially relevant enzymes, βglucanase, and xylanase linked with a linker showed increased stability(Lu & Feng, 2008a). When a 15 amino
acid long linker was used to fuse protein A with coat protein, this resulted in functional virions(Werner et
al., 2006). G-CSF showed almost 10-fold higher bioactivity through the (A(EAAAK)4ALEA(EAAAK)4A)
helical linker insertion(N. Amet et al., 2009). HSA (Human serum albumin) with (Interferon) INF-α2b fused
with the help of a linker showed enhanced half-life under in vivo conditions(Bai & Shen, 2006b).
The choice of a protein linker plays a crucial role in the successful construction of fusion protein. It is
essential to keep two proteins or domains distinctly apart which do not allow much intra protein or domain
interactions for chimeric protein generation. In many instances, a direct fusion of two genes results in an
impaired activity of proteins(Tuna et al., 2019). Direct fusion often changes the ionic network of the proteins
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which results in a non-functional protein. It also shows the capacity to enhance the soluble protein expression
when expressed in a different expression host. An effective linker provides suitable space between two proteins
which will decrease their intrusion, improve or restore folding or ultimately improve bioactivity(Chen et al.,
2013b).
Several linkers have been identified and employed for chimeric protein production. In this review, we focus
on various types of linkers and their selection criteria for the chimeric protein generation.
Fig.1. Linker strategy for chimeric protein construction
Criteria for selection of linker
In due course of evolution, living organisms have generated a variety of proteins within the biological system,
displaying multi-functionality by the presence of multi-domains connected by a linker peptide. Biophysical
analysis has revealed several types of naturally existing linkers with different sizes and shapes. These linkers
exhibit secondary structure like α helix, β strand as well as coil and turn. α helix and coil/bend showed
their highest presence in the multi-domain proteins while β strand and turn are in fewer numbers in the
multi-domain proteins(Nick Pace & Martin Scholtz, 1998). In genetic fusion, Gly (Glycine), Ser (Serine),
and Thr (Threonine) residues, which are found in the highest number in natural linkers, create efficient
linkers(Reddy Chichili et al., 2013).
A suitable linker design involves definite interspace of interaction site at N- terminus or C- terminus where
the fusion protein binds. Hydrophilicity and a certain degree of flexibility of linkers are essential for proper
interaction in chimeric proteins. Hydrophilic linker provides benefit to the chimeric protein by enhanced
solubility, free movement to each other, and resistance to proteolysis(Tollefsen et al., 2012). Amino acids
with small side chains were found to be desirable linker constituents(Argos, 1990a). Glycine has a low
preference for the formation of α-helix(Pace & Scholtz, 1998). The information on secondary structure and
rigidity as well as the tendency of amino acid arrangement intended for natural linkers is helpful for empirical
linker designing and it is customized for exacting applications.
The structure of the linker is dependent on the length and amino acid sequence of the linker. In general, 2 and
31 amino acid linkers are used for chimeric protein construction(Saadat, 2017). The length of the linker can
be decided with the previous knowledge of the binding region. To enable efficient hydrolysis, specific interdomain spacing is required because extremely short or long linkers would be interacting in catalysis(Ruiz
et al., 2016a). Serine and threonine residues in linkers help to prevent linker collapse and protein flexibility
and assist in conforming stabilization between flanking molecules. It is possible to implement a stretched
conformation in the engineered chimeric protein (Crasto & Feng, 2000). Many proline and glycine residues
exist in almost all linkers. Proline residues enable extended conformations by increasing rigidity(Receveur
et al., 2002a). For appropriate orientation, additional flexibility between the two domains can be provided
by glycine (Sammond et al., 2012). Influenza virus hemagglutinin peptide- GSGSGS, Hen egg lysozyme –
GGGGSLVPRGSGGGGS, myelin, moth Cytochrome c- GGGGSLVPRGSGGGGS, and ovalbumin peptideGSGSGS are some examples of linkers which are rich in glycine residues(van Rosmalen et al., 2017).
The length of linkers plays a significant role in enzyme action and thermal adaptation. Deleting or shortening
the linker may have implications on enzyme activities(Ruiz et al., 2016b). Rates of stability, protein folding
as well as domain-domain positioning are properties of the linker which is affected with variation in linkers
length(Priyanka et al., 2013a). Entirely stretched positions in extended linkers tend to implement reduced
conformations. Distance between the carbohydrate-binding module and the catalytic domain is essential
for efficient catalysis. If a higher amount of hydrophobic residues are present it leads to the production
of less stretched conformers(Receveur et al., 2002b). The highest turnover rates were achieved with more
rigid variants. Though it is necessary to allow some flexibility in the linker’s specific region, this indicates
the importance of a balanced and proper arrangement of flexible and rigid portions in the linker for intact
catalytic properties of enzymes.
Types of linkers
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Structurally linkers can be divided into helical and non- helical(R A George & Heringa, 2003). They act
as scaffolds to avoid uncomplimentary interaction among folding domains. Helical linkers are used as stiff
spacers and extended structure helical linkers are used for separation of functional domains which greatly
reduces their interference and allows fusion proteins to fold properly with enhanced stability(Chen et al.,
2013b). Non-helical linkers are applied for structural stiffness as well as segregation of the linkers from
the attached domains. Two domains are allied with a sequence of linkers for chimeric protein generation.
Multifunctional fusion proteins holding domains from different proteins are proline-rich non-helical linkers
(R A George & Heringa, 2003). The composition of the sequence for the linker has a considerable effect due
to the folding strength of a chimeric protein(Robinson & Sauer, 1998a).
Physically linkers can be classified into three large groups; flexible linkers, rigid linkers, and in vivo cleavable linkers(Nagamune, 2017). Details of each type with examples are given in table 1. A diagrammatic
representation of different types of linkers is represented in figure 2.
Figure 2. A diagrammatic representation of different types of linkers
Table 1. Summary of linker types

Flexible linkers
Generally, flexible linkers are used when an interaction or movement with a certain degree of the linked
domains is demanded(Chen et al., 2013b). They can serve as passive linkers by retaining distance between
functional domains. The length of the flexible linkers can be adjusted to allow for proper folding, improved
stability, or to accomplish the optimal biological activity of the fusion proteins (Chen et al., 2013a). Flexible
linkers are composed of small, non-polar (e.g. Gly) or polar (e.g. Ser or Thr) amino acids (Argos, 1990b)
which permits mobility and offers flexibility for the connecting functional domains. Solubility, as well as
stability improvement, can be achieved by linking proteins to other proteins with linkers that are rich in
glycine residues and thus stable protein-protein complex are generated(Gadd et al., 2011), (Robinson & Sauer,
1998b). Proximity is increased by the preservation of natural interaction between two interacting proteins
with the help of a linker(Priyanka et al., 2013b).
Properties of a protein, as well as their natural interaction, do not change when natural flexible linkers rich
in glycine residues are used. Employment of Gly- rich linkers can be seen in imaging studies(Priyanka et
al., 2013b). When proline residues are exchanged in place of glycine residues at the terminal, the degrees of
independence are lost(Ruiz et al., 2016b). As a result, enzyme activity is decreased leading to lower catalytic
efficiencies. Thus, flexible linkers provide a reduced catalytic activity to proteins(Ruiz et al., 2016a). Proteins
having extra flexible linkers exhibit a reduced turnover rate due to lesser catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km)(Ruiz
et al., 2016b)
The movement of the attached domains is essential for a definite degree of interaction. A mainly used
common flexible linker is (Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly-Ser) n where “n” specifies the sum of repeats of the motif shown
in figure 3(a)(Huston et al., 1988). These linkers are unstructured because of their flexibility; hence they
provide partial domain separation. Less quantity of Gly, Ser, and Thr residues results in flexibility which
permits mobility of the linking functional domains. For the reduction of linker protein interaction with
protein function, serine polar residues are added (Evers et al., 2006).
Figure 3(a). Flexible linker showing a loop-like structure. (Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly-Ser)n present
between VH and VL chain of the antibody.
Rigid linkers
Rigid linkers separate the functional domains more efficiently than flexible linkers(Gräwe et al., 2020). Loss
of biological activity or poor expression yields is observed with flexible linkers. The length of the linkers
can be adjusted by changing the copy number i.e. repetitive sequence to attain an optimal distance between
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domains(Różycki et al., 2017). It is necessary to opt for rigid linkers when the spatial separation of the
domains is necessary to preserve the stability or bioactivity of the fusion proteins. It is also observed that
the turnover rate is higher in enzymes with rigid linkers(Ruiz et al., 2016a). Rigid linkers display rigid
structures by implementing α-helical structures due to multiple Pro(Proline) residues (Chen et al., 2013a).
Rigid linkers have been effectively useful for protein domains to retain a secure gap between them and to
uphold their independent functions(Chen et al., 2013b).
Generally, domains from the same protein possess rigid linkers with Arg (Arginine), Pro, Gln (Glutamine),
Thr, Glu (Glutamic acid), and Phe (Phenylalanine) amino acids. Structural studies on rigid spacers which are
rich in proline residues are useful for the prevention of unfavorable interactions between the domains(Richard
A. George & Heringa, 2002). An increase in rigidity of flexible linkers can be obtained by integrating
probable N-linked glycosylation positions in it. An (EAAAK) n A where (n=2-5) was the first experiential
rigid linker designed by Arai et al. shown in fig.3(b) .Similar rigid linkers employed for the generation of
chimeric proteins are (EAAAK) 3, A (EAAAK) 4ALEA (EAAAK) 4A, (Alanine-Proline) (Ala-Pro) n (10–34
AA). α- helical assemblies having many prolines are adopted by rigid linkers, thus exhibiting relatively stiff
structures(R. Arai et al., 2001).
In a nutshell, rigid linkers are chosen in a situation when the stability or bioactivity of longitudinal parting
is susceptible to reserve.
Φιγυρε.3(β) Ριγιδ λινκερ σηοωινγ αν α-ηελιςαλ στρυςτυρε
In vivo cleavable linkers
In vivo, cleavable linkers are stable linkers. They covalently join functional domains together to act as one
molecule throughout thein vivo processes(Dorywalska et al., 2016). This stable linkage between functional
domains offers several benefits such as a prolonged plasma half-life (e.g. albumin or (Fragment crystallizable
region) Fc-fusions). In vivo cleavable linkers are designed to be prone towards a particular protease by
incorporating specific protease-sensitive sequences. Unlike the reduction of disulfide bond which happens
rapidly in the blood circulation(Dai et al., 2010), the specificity of many proteases provides slower cleavage
of the linker at controlled compartments(Poreba, 2020). In vivo cleavable linkers can be conjugated to
antibodies by lysine and cysteine residues(Leung et al., 2020).
In vivo, cleavable linkers are beneficial in liberating the free functional domain in vivo (Chen et al., 2010a).
Besides this, some additional benefits may be offered by linkers for fusion protein construction. For instance,
biological activity enhancement, improvement in protein expression yield, and attaining required pharmacokinetic profiles(Tsuchikama & An, 2018). The disulfide linker designed by Chen et al(2013), (LEAGCKNFFPR—SFTSCGSLE) is an example of an in vivocleavable linker represented in figure 3(c) .
Figure 3(c). In-vivo cleavable linker
Role of linkers
The basic role of rigid and flexible linkers is to connect the functional domains. Chimeric proteins can
accomplish the united function of merged proteins (Deane et al., 2004). Proteolytic resistance, stability, and
solubility of chimeric proteins may be affected by the firmness of linkers(Costa et al., 2014). Due to this,
an uncomplimentary interface inside aqueous solution among protein molecules and the linker is shortened.
For the preservation of the biological activity of the fused complex, the length of the linker and amino acid
composition should be significantly enhanced(Robinson & Sauer, 1998b).
Maximum conformational freedom is provided by poly-Gly linkers(Ruiz et al., 2016b). On contrary to it,
a linker with (Alanine)n,(Gly)n,(Ser)n where n=11,5,7 amino acids respectively in a haphazard area within
linker provide extreme stability(Robinson & Sauer, 1998b). Gly rich flexible linkers are used for the advancement of protein folding with the epitope. A Gly rich flexible linker with 5 to 10 residues is used between
a tagged protein and epitope to increase epitope sensitivity(Chakdar et al., 2016). Enhancing biological
actions, improving production, plasma stability of tagged antibodies attaining a targeted or controlled drug
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transfer are the advantages provided by linkers (Chen et al., 2013a). Efficient proteolytic cleavage in cells
can be achieved by the accurate design of protein linker sequence(B. Wei et al., 2018).
The basic and significant function of recombinant chimeric proteins is to covalently link the functional domains through flexible linkers, rigid linkers, or cleavable linkers for releasing them under required conditions.
Through protein engineering techniques, a flexible amino acid linker is used for linking two binding partners,
to address unstable or unfolded proteins. Both intra-molecular, as well as inter-molecular protein-protein
interactions, can be maintained through fusion proteins (Kingston et al., 2004).
The gap between two efficient domains is controlled through the length and structure of linkers, which is
responsible for chimeric protein stability(McCormick et al., 2001).To construct dual-functional chimera of
xylanase and β-glucanase, the α- helical linkers (EAAK) n where (n=1-3) and flexible linkers have been
tried and found to be useful(Chen et al., 2013a). Increasing linker length increased the thermostability of
β-glucanase. As compared to flexible linkers, rigid linkers with an α-helical structure allow the protein to
function and fold autonomously which is responsible to provide higher thermal stability(Lu & Feng, 2008b).
For recognition and binding of substrate, minimum elasticity is essential to avoid conformational heterogeneity through excessive structural disorder. In enzyme with a flexible polypeptide, the yield rate minimizes
due to advanced inter-domain flexibility resulting in higher time requirement for preparation of functional
complex with the substrate by conformers of the sample which is critical for enzyme catalysis(Kokkinidis
et al., 2012). The addition of linkers is a reasonable method for improvement in the level of expression in
chimeric proteins. During the cleavage of in - vivo cleavable linker in chimeric proteins, an improvement was
attained in bioactivity, unconventional action, and individual protein domain metabolism(Schmidt, 2013).
The bioactivity of chimeric proteins can be improved through increasing the space between fusion proteins
by adjusting the length of linkers(Martins et al., 2020).
Strategies for fusion protein design
Interacting recombinant fusion proteins through suitable linkers provide exceptional benefits in correlating
domains holding steady complex between unstructured or weak affinity partners. This linker approach does
not obstruct the interaction of linked proteins and is beneficial for structural studies. A specific protease
cleavage site is usually inserted in the linker region for the efficient removal of a fusion protein(Malik, 2016).
Two strategies are used for the rational designing of fusion proteins; one with the help of a suitable linker
and another with an in-silico approach(Ghavimi et al., 2020). Confirmation of the desired linked protein
will be done by characterization as shown in figure 1.
Early research about molecular characteristics of linkers is fueled by computational modeling and crystallography/NMR(Nuclear magnetic resonance) of structured domains, leading to advancement in SAXS(Smallangle X-ray scattering) analyses with data collection (Ruiz et al., 2016a). But these approaches are timeconsuming and require expert personnel in comparison with cost-effective and simple computational tools
used recently in protein engineering. Several Bioinformatics tools are available for the rational design of
chimeric proteins and their linker selection, like Linker DB(Database), LINKER, and SynLinkers(Liu et
al., 2015). Sequences of a set of linkers can be automatically generated by LINKER, which is a beneficial
tool for fusion protein construction through the generation of linker sequences. Structure Extension With
Native-substructure Graphs (SEWING) is a tool that assembles new models from native protein structure
based on structural similarity(Ó Conchúir et al., 2015). Prediction of PROtein DOmain boundaries (PPRODO) tool predicts the boundaries of protein domains(Kirillova et al., 2009). Domain linker PRediction using
OPtimal features (DROP) differentiate linker and non-linker regions(Ebina et al., 2011). Iterative Threading
ASSembly Refinement (I-TASSER) can be used for predicting the 3D structure of a fusion protein(Yang &
Zhang, 2015).
Applications of fusion proteins
Recombinant protein construct is widely used to facilitate protein purification and for enhanced expression
of soluble proteins in structural biology and biotechnology (Crasto & Feng, 2000). Duringin vitro assays
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of proteins, the functional activity can be studied with gene fusion technique(Bushman & Miller, 1997).
Bi-functional enzyme engineering can be done with the help of a gene fusion technique.
Fusion genes are employed in cancer diagnostics for the accurate verdict (Maher et al., 2009). Recombinant
immunotoxins (RITs) with less immunogenicity are widely used in cancer treatment(Pastan et al., 2006). A
toxin fused with an antibody or its fragment can be used to kill a target cancer cell. These toxins can be of
bacterial or plant origin and are effectively used in hematological cancers(Hassan et al., 2016). RITs can be
used in combination with chemotherapy or for those tumors resistant to chemotherapy like hepatocellular
carcinoma(Gao et al., 2015). RITs with an albumin-binding domain (ABD) preferably from streptococcus,
targeting mesothelin-expressing cancer cells have been reported to have high anti-tumor activity and a longer
half-life in mice models(J. Wei et al., 2018).
Fusion gene can be used to identify the gene regulatory sites in cells, for expression of desired genes, and
to manage and measure activity levels of gene regulators. For instance, green fluorescent protein can be
observed in tissue or cells through chimeric protein construction of GFP with a gene of interest(Prendergast
& Manni, 1978). Fusion protein has a specialized function in structural protein engineering and production
(Kim & Pabo, 1997). If gene fusion occurs in the coding sequence, it plays a very important role in the
evolution of gene architecture (Eichler, 2001).
In biological traits, variation is created through genetic exchange. Agricultural species can be improved
through molecular biology techniques of gene transfer to produce varieties of organisms that show desired
characteristics such as a higher proportion of disease-resistant crops(Low et al., 2018). A chimeric protein
developed by Monteiro et al demonstrated both antibacterial and antifungal activity. This protein was
designed by fusing two select peptides with Blad polypeptide, an active component in a commercially available
fungicide; by a flexible linker(Pinheiro et al., 2018).
Industrially useful enzymes can be produced by recombinant technology.Urokinase- plasminogen activator
enzyme is produced by a genetically engineered microbe which dissolves blood clot in patients suffering from
a heart attack(Adivitiya & Khasa, 2017). Specially developed genetically designed microorganisms are used
to clean up the pollutants(Kumar et al., 2013). Gene fusion technique is very helpful in the production of
proteins from wastes, enhancement of fermentation processes, and the invention of chemical compounds that
have commercial significance(Puetz & Wurm, 2019). A study carried out by Payne, C. M.et al. showed that
eukaryotic linkers activate glycosylation and enhances binding with cellulose and make them more resistant
to proteolysis(Payne et al., 2013).
A small segment of single-stranded DNA that binds with a fluorescent or radioactive marker is used for
the diagnosis of some infectious agents like pus-forming Staphylococcus, food poisoningSalmonella , hepatitis
virus, HIV (Human immunodeficiency viruses), etc. Genetic engineering has a significant role in the medical
field. Recombinant insulin is produced by genetically engineered bacteria(Baeshen et al., 2014). Antibiotics
such as streptomycin and penicillin are produced from genetically prepared Penicillium sp.and Streptomyces
sp. of fungi. Interferon can be produced by recombinant DNA technology(“Interferon Production by Genetic
Engineering.,” 1981).
The selection and production of antibodies can be achieved with this gene fusion technique in biotechnology(R. Arai et al., 2001). Effective linkers can minimize the premature drug release in plasma and advance
the selective release in the target cells, thereby enhancing the efficiency of antibody-based drug conjugates(Leung et al., 2020). Fc fusion proteins belong to the recent class of biopharmaceuticals generated by
fusing immunoglobulins with biological ligands(Duivelshof et al., 2020).
Conclusion
In this review, we discuss types of linkers that are used for the generation of chimeric protein constructs.
Linkers can exert diverse functions and adopt various structures to accomplish the application of fusion
proteins. During the last few years, there is an increase in the number of assemblies of chimeric proteins with
linkers, which are used for the generation of novel proteins and multifunctional enzymes. The selection of the
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linker sequence is very important in fusion protein construction. Challenges in designing of the linker can
be met by using appropriate combination and number of amino acids which deliver suitable flexibility with
mandatory rigidity such as glycine and serine residues. Designing approaches for suitable linker generation
plays an important role to accomplish the desired properties of fusion proteins. The focus should be given
to strategies that increase yields and lower costs of target proteins to generate a cost-effective and efficient
chimeric protein.
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Table 1: Summary of linker types
Types of Linker

Features

Examples

Advantages

Applications

Flexible

Preservation of
cooperative
inter-domain
interactions.
Delivers flexibility
and mobility to
linking functional
domains
Proline residues
with α- helical
structures.
Generate
relatively stable
structures

HSA-IFN-α2b(Zhao
et al., 2008b)

Maintain space
among functional
domains.
Interaction or
movement with a
certain degree for
joined domains

Improvement in
activity and
stability of human
serum albumin and
interferon-alpha2b
chimera.

hGHTf(Nurmamet
Amet et al., 2010)

Powerfully
separate
functional
domains.
Preserve
bioactivity of
chimeric proteins
Enable targeting.
Achieve optimal
biological activity.

In oral delivery of
human growth
hormone

Rigid

In vivo Cleavable

Perform as
single-molecule and
cleave functional
domains during the
in-vivo process.

G-CSF-S-S-Tf(Chen
et al., 2010b)
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Figure 1. Linker strategy for chimeric protein construction
Figure 2. A diagrammatic representation of different types of linkers
Figure 3(a). Flexible linker showing a loop-like structure. (Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly-ser)n present between VH and
VL chain of the antibody
Figure 3(b). Rigid linker showing an α-helical structure
Figure 3(c). In-vivo cleavable linker
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